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Abstract: This study investigates the feasibility of deploying combined WiFi and WiMAX technologies in the
Ministry of Food and Agriculture, Ghana (MOFA). We outline the technical aspects of WiFi  and WiMAX,
discuss the network planning issues to implement these technologies, study their network infrastructure, and
their different components as well as explore their complementary nature, and how they are leveraged by
service providers to offer wireless broadband internet connectivity and services at affordable prices. MOFA
has already deployed WiFi in some of its buildings. WiMAX allows broadband connectivity beyond individual
buildings to provide blanket coverage of an entire area. The integration of WiMAX and WiFi onto a common
device platform at MOFA would enable users to connect to either in-building WiFi or wide WiMAX networks,
allowing them to stay connected as they move. Using this dual-mode model, network administrators can also
reduce the number of WiFi access points needed to attain full premise coverage, thereby reducing costs.

Key words: Ghana MOFA, WiFi-WiMAX combination, WiFi-WiMAX deployment, WiFi-W implementation,
wireless networks

INTRODUCTION

The Ministry of Food and Agriculture, Ghana,
(MOFA) was established to create an environment for
sustainable growth and development in the agricultural
sector. The Ministry has fixed Local Area Networks
coupled with Wireless Local Area Networking (WLAN)
or Wireless Fidelity (WiFi) technology deployed
successfully in the Directorates located in the Accra
Metropolis. With existing broadband access, MOFA
wants to expand connectivity to all its units. MOFA
Internet Service Provider has deployed Worldwide
Interoperability for Microwave Access (WIMAX)
connecting its clients. This WIMAX enables broadband
connectivity beyond Wifi hotspots.

In some applications, WIMAX and WiFi can be
successfully combined, to benefit from the advantages
each technology has to offer. The benefits of this
combination include cost-effective backhaul, with long
range, interference-free, licensed WIMAX and the cost-
effective access of WiFi clients. In a joint white paper,
Motorola and Intel (2007) discuss user scenarios for
deployment models of WIMAX and WiFi together. Dowd
(2008) also discusses Wireless WAN/LAN solutions for
schools using combined WIMAX and WiFi. This paper,
based on a study conducted on MOFA in 2008 (Salakpi,
2008) investigates the deployment of combined WiFi and
WiMAX technologies in MOFA.  It describes the features
of WiFi and WiMAX networks, outlines their technical
aspects, their network infrastructure, and their different
components as well as their complementary nature. The

paper also discusses the network planning issues to
implement these technologies, and how these technologies
can offer wireless broadband internet connectivity and
compel services at affordable prices to MOFA. 

WiFi technology: WiFi is based on the IEEE 802.11
standard (Sharma, 2008) which is, primarily, a local area
networking (LAN) technology designed to provide in-
building broadband coverage. WiFi has become the
standard for broadband connectivity in homes, offices,
and public hotspot locations. 

How WiFi works: IEEE 802.11 LANs consist of Radio
Signals, Access Points, and WiFi Interface Cards (Fig. 1).
Radio signals transmitted from WiFi antennas are picked
up by WiFi receivers (e.g., computers equipped with WiFi
cards). Whenever a computer receives any of the signals
within the range of a WiFi network which is usually 90 to
165 m, the WiFi card reads the signals and creates an
Internet connection between  the user and  the network
without the use of a cord. Access Points consist of
antennas and routers which transmit and receive radio
waves. Antennas work stronger and have longer radio
transmissions with radius of 90 to 165 m (used in public
areas), while routers are more suitable for homes with
radio transmissions of 30 to 50 m. WiFi cards connect the
computer to the antenna for a direct link to the internet. A
WiFi hotspot is created by installing an access point to an
internet connection. When a WiFi enabled device, such as
a PC, encounters a hotspot, the device can then connect to
that network wirelessly.
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Fig. 1: How WiFi works

Fig. 2: AdHoc network

Fig. 3: Infrastructure network

Types of WiFi architectures: IEEE 802.11 (Geier, 2002)
defines two different architectures, namely Independent
Basic Service Set, IBSS, (or Ad hoc Networks) and Basic
Service Set, BSS, (or Infrastructure Networks). Ad hoc
Networks (Fig. 2) are groups of stations that can
communicate directly with each other without any
intermediary devices, provided that they are within each
other’s transmission range.

These networks are temporary in nature and are
usually formed for specific purposes (e.g., during

conferences).  In Infrastructure Networks (Fig. 3), access
points are used for communication between stations in the
same service area. The access points act as relays between
these stations.    

Several infrastructure networks’ BSS can be
connected together via a distribution system to form an
extended network called Extended Service Set (ESS).
Currently, there are  a  number  of  IEEE  802.11 WiFi
standards  which  address  different implementations of
wireless  networks, of which 802.11a, 802.11b, 802.11g.
are the most common ones.  The IEEE 802.1x and 802.11i
both have special security features (Wired Equivalent
Privacy, WEP) that provide security to wireless networks
by protecting data against modification and interception
by unauthorized users. 
 
Advantages of WiFi: WiFi wireless LAN technology is
very easy and cheap to deploy in comparison to wired
systems. WiFi can therefore provide network access in
rural as well as urban areas where it is difficult or
impossible to run cables for a wired network. In addition,
a vast majority of laptops, PDAs, cordless phones, cellular
phones, cameras and media players today have built-in
WiFi interface, which therefore enable easy connectivity.

Another advantage of WiFi is the hotspots created.
Instead of having to be restricted to the wired/wireless
LAN, one can enjoy the Internet in public places such as
lobbies, hotels, and airports. WiFi also supports roaming:
one can walk around a building from one access point to
another.

A third advantage of WiFi is the ability for 802.11b
and 802.11g standards to frequency hop. This process
allows the 802.11b and 802.11g cards to transmit
themselves on any of three bands, or splitting the radio
bandwidth into channels and 'hop' between them. This
enables the WiFi cards to talk simultaneously without
interference. New protocols such as Quality of Service
and power saving mechanisms have also been developed
to make WiFi more suitable for other applications.

Disadvantages of WiFi: Even though WiFi products are
useful, there are still some challenges. WiFi is designed
for medium-range data transfers, and most versions of
802.11standards work up to about 100 meters away from
the access point indoors, and about 300 meters away
outdoors. As the distance between the computer and the
access point gets wider the speed and the quality falter
tremendously. Some WiFi standards use frequency bands
which are also used by microwave or cordless phones;
this also creates interference. 

Another disadvantage for WiFi products is their
security system and high power consumption. The Wired
Equivalent Privacy (WEP) mentioned above, was the
common  wireless  encryption  standard  which  is  quite
easily broken even when configured accurat .
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Fig. 4: How WiMAX works

Wimax technology: WiMAX is a wireless technology
based on the IEEE 802.16 specifications to enable the
delivery of wireless broadband access as an alternative to
cable and Digital Subscriber Line (DSL). The technology
provides multiple access modes that include fixed,
nomadic, portable, and mobile communication across
wired and wireless connectivity.  Like WiFi, WiMAX
aims to develop interoperability to ensure a multi-vendor
solution that will result in lower cost products (Fazel and
Kaiser, 2008).

WiMAX is both a Broadband Wireless Access
(BWA) standard, and a Metropolitan Access Network
(MAN) technology. To meet different applications and
performance demands, WiMAX specifies two classes of
services, ie, fixed WiMAX and mobile WiMAX. The
former is designed to deliver fixed wireless connection
through backbone network and IP network, while the
latter provides mobile connectivity service through
cellular network.

WiMAX technology offers much higher bandwidth
and range than other wireless broadband access
technologies. The theoretical coverage is put at 50 km
radius with a data rate of up to 75Mbps. The bandwidth
reduces as the range is extended.  WiMAX combines its
wide coverage with Quality of Service (QoS) potentials
for providing various application services like wireless
VoIP, data service, IPTV and streaming media service.
WiMAX uses Air Interface technology to enable point-to-
multipoint connectivity with the advantage of non-line-of-
sight (NLOS) from the base station. Thus, using WiMAX,
wire line operators can cover rural environments where
the cost of expanding DSL and wiring is prohibitive, as

well as urban areas where it may be difficult to add wired
connections to existing Multiple Dwelling Units (MDUs),
such as apartment high rises or office buildings cable. 

How WIMAX works: A WiMAX system comprises two
major parts: a base station and a receiver. The base station
consists of indoor electronics and a WiMAX tower
similar to a cell-phone tower. The base station provides
wireless coverage to a large area, called cell.
Theoretically, the maximum radius of a cell is 50 km,
however, practical considerations limit it to about 10 km
(Curran et al., 2007).  

An   important  feature  of  WiMAX  is  backhaul,
which facilitates the connection both from the access
point back to the base station and to the connection from
the base station to the core network. A WiMAX tower
station can connect directly to the Internet using a high-
bandwidth, wired connection. It can also connect to
another WiMAX tower using a line-of-sight, microwave
link.  It  is,  thus,  possible  to  connect  several  base
stations  to  one  another  using  high-speedbackhaul
microwave links (Fig. 4). This allows for roaming by a
WiMAX subscriber from one base station coverage area
to another, similar to the roaming enabled by cell phones.

In a WiMAX operation, a subscriber sends a wireless
access signal from a fixed antenna. The base station
receives transmissions from multiple sites and sends the
traffic over NLOS or Line of Site (LOS) links to a
switching centre by using an 802.16d protocol. The
switching centre then sends the traffic to the Internet
Service Provider (ISP) or Public Switched Telephone
Network (PSTN) to access the Internet. While in mobile
WiMAX network, terminals can directly receive the
signal from the nearest tower.
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WiMAX characteristics: The design principles of
WiMAX outline some special characteristics which may
be listed as follows: flexible architecture, high security,
quick deployment, multi-level service to subscribers,
interoperability with different service providers,
portability, mobility, cost-effectiveness, wider coverage,
Non-Line-Of-Sight Operation (NLOS), high capacity and
good Quality of Service (QoS). QoS is what determines if
a wireless technology can successfully deliver high value
services, such as voice and video. The main detractors
from good QoS are latency, jitter and packet loss. VoIP,
for example, is highly susceptible to latency. If latency
exceeds 150 milliseconds for example, the quality of the
conversation begins to drag. At or above 200 milliseconds
many listeners may find a conversation unintelligible.
WiMAX offers very low latency across the wireless span.
 
WiMAX major benefits: Generally, WiMAX technology
has many advantages. The deployment of WiMAX is easy
and cost effective.  WiMAX supports very high
bandwidth solutions with various spectrum deployment
choices. It also provides wide range coverage and quality
of service (QoS) capabilities for applications. It provides
broadband wireless access in metropolitan areas which
fills the gap between Wireless Wide Area Networks
(WWAN) and Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN).
This allows operators to have special market segments for
WiMAX, for instance, the wireless broadband access
service in rural areas as alternatives to DSL and cable
modems. However, line of site, LOS, is needed for longer
connections. WiMAX's advanced technology provides the
best of both worlds - large coverage distances of up to 50
km under LOS conditions and typical cell radii of up to 8
km under NLOS conditions.

WiFi and WiMAX applications: WiFi  and WiMAX
are  two  different  technologies  that  often compete  in
fixed  and  nomadic  deployments.  They both provide
wireless broadband connectivity optimized for different
usage models: WiFi for very high-speed WLAN
connectivity and WiMAX for high-speed WWAN
connectivity. WiMAX provides very high capacity of
connection and at the same time supports Ethernet, IP and
many other advanced protocols. WiMAX network’s high
performance with high QoS are conducive to the usage of
many real-time applications. By combining both
technologies, service providers can offer subscribers more
complete suites of broadband services.

As in many fields, no one technology universally
provides the best fit. It often depends on the specific
application. If the application is to give broadband access
for mobile users, then WiMAX is the more suitable
technology since it was specifically designed for this type
of application. However, if the application is to give
broadband access for fixed and nomadic users in limited

zones, then WiFi has similar performances as WiMAX,
provided that the interference level is low or can be dealt
with (Sauter, 2006). 

In some applications, the technologies of WiMAX
and WiFi can be successfully combined, to benefit from
the advantages each has to offer. For example, WiFi is
used to provide the last kilometer access to the end user,
and WiMAX is used to provide long range backhauling to
the ISP. The benefits of this combination include cost-
effective backhaul, with long range, interference-free,
licensed WiMAX and the cost-effective access of WiFi
clients, which already exists in laptops, PDAs and other
end user devices.

Combinations of WiFi and WiMAX:  As stated earlier,
WiFi and WiMAX, use the same fundamental
technology-microwave radio-to transfer data wirelessly.
WiFi connects customers to each other and to the Internet
without the restriction of wires, cables, or fixed
connections; thus allowing consumers to change locations
and to have full access to their files, office, and network
connections wherever they are. 

 

In addition, WiFi will
easily extend an established wired network (WiFi
Alliance, 2005). 

 

Like WiFi, WiMAX is a standards-based
wireless service that provides broadband connections over
long distances and can be used for a number of
applications, including cellular backhaul, and high-speed
enterprise connectivity for businesses (Intel, 2005). 

WiFi is basically designed for preferable indoor
environment wireless access.  While WiMAX has both
LOS and NLOS access performance, it has remarkable
connectivity in both indoor and outdoor environments.
Thus, the two technologies are quite complementary and
can eventually be used together in many applications. 

WiMAX-WiFi inter-working: The inter-working
capabilities between WiMAX and WiFi enable service
works providers to deliver consistent, transparent, and
user-friendly  broadband  services  to their subscribers
(Fig. 5). Achieving this transparency requires two key
elements; multi-mode subscriber devices that can
communicate on both networks and the ability to provide
service across both networks when users move between
them.  

For this WiMAX-WiFi combination efficiency to be
achieved, certain features are necessary in the WiFi
component of the network. While 802.11 WiFi is
nominally best-effort, the latest 3G WiFi wireless mesh
technology is designed to provide high bandwidth with
very low latency andjitter.These 3G wireless performance
characteristics meld well with the characteristics of the
WiMAX backbone and are necessary for supporting video
and voice (Smith and Meyer, 2005). 
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Fig. 5: WiMAX/WiFi inter-working

Each WiMAX base station is primarily intended to
deliver very high bandwidth to a relatively small number
of endpoints. WiMAX bandwidth and distances covered
vary inversely, and are both significantly impacted by
local topology. The high speeds and long distances
claimed for WiMAX are primarily for line-of-sight
installations. In contrast, real-world installations must
deal with hills, foliage, and other obstructions. For this
reason, it is often necessary to use larger numbers of
wireless nodes to provide continuous coverage in the
desired areas. WiFi wireless mesh nodes offer an easily-
installed way to provide wider coverage using the
unlicensed spectrum, delivering the WiMAX bandwidth
more broadly.

This combination leverages the best of both WiFi and
WiMAX in the combined network, each technology
contributing to better efficiency, lower cost, and broader
coverage. Bandwidth is delivered to multiple points in the
WiFi wireless mesh network via high-speed WiMAX
links rather than via wires or fiber drops. End-user
devices, equipped only for WiFi, can then access the
network through the WiFi wireless mesh.  This merged
network topology may deliver far better overall
performance and lower overall cost than would a network
built on either WiMAX or WiFi wireless mesh alone.

The Ghana: The Republic of Ghana, with countries like
South Africa, Egypt and Tunisia, has been deeply
involved in the information and communications use in
Africa for more than a decade. The Ghana Government
acknowledges, consistent with its ICT policy, the need to
integrate Ghana with the new emerging economic order.
It recognizes that the technology and markets of
telecommunications have been changing rapidly, and will
continue to evolve in unpredictable directions in the
future. Consequently, the development of the national

telecommunications infrastructure, and promotion of an
open, competitive, and innovative telecommunications
industry throughout Ghana is considered vital.  

Universal access and universal service policy are
considered key instruments to the development of the
information and communication sector and to promote
social and economic development in the country.
Universal access to telecommunications is taken here to
mean the availability, through broad geographic coverage,
of community-based broadband information and
communication services that include voice, data services,
access to the Internet, community radio and Government
services, that are available, affordable, and of high
quality, for all citizens of the country.  It also includes
coverage of mobile and broadcast networks throughout
remote regions.

With the advent of privatization and liberalization in
the telecommunication sector, the Government invested
regulatory functions in the (Ghana) National
Communications Authority (NCA) in 1996. This Act
gives the NCA the objective of regulating communication
by wireless, cable, radio, television, satellite and similar
technologies to ensure efficient service delivery, sanity in
the operations of the various players, and rapid
development of the sector (Ahortor, 2003). There will be
two types of authorizations from the NCA; to provide
telecommunication services and to establish and operate
telecommunications networks.

MOFA WiFi-WiMAX deployment: In line with
Ghana’s ICT policy is the  Government’s  initiative  to
complete a nationwide fiber-optic  backbone  to  cover the
whole country  as well  as the  liberalized
telecommunication  regulatory regime. This is one of the
motivating  factors  for  the  consideration  of  deploying
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Fig. 6: Pictorial representation of MOFA

WiMAX to link the pockets of WiFIs in MOFA, the
Ghana Ministry of Food and Agriculture, as a whole.
(MOFA already has WiFI access in some of its
Directorates/Departments in the Accra metropolis).

MOFA structure: The Ministry of Food and Agriculture
comprises four Line Directorates seven Technical
Directorates and Sub-vented organizations, all of which
have to be ICT oriented, hooked to a WiFi-WiMAX setup
(Fig. 6). MOFA also has an Architectural Working Group
which focuses on providing quality technical support
services and training for the 6000 staff, who use the
Ministry’s more than 1000 computers and 15 file servers.
Within this group are technical staff who provide
customized training and support as well as on-site
hardware and software support (Salakpi et al.
Unpublished 2009).

The Policy Planning Monitoring and Evaluation
Directorate (PPMED) is located on the same building with
the ICT office with a population of about 60, and has 30
nodes hooked to a server in  the ICT  Unit office.  Their
responsibilities include Planning and  Budgeting,
Monitoring and Evaluation, Policy Planning and Analysis.
The Statistics Research and Information Directorate
(SRID) also has a LAN with 30 nodes and is situated 3
km away from the Head Office. Its responsibilities are to
formulate policies and laws and prepare quarterly and
annual food situational reports. The Finance Directorate

(FD), located 3 km from the Headquarters building,
advises Management and Cost Centre Managers on all
financial matters. 

The Administration Directorate (AD) is at the MOFA
Head Office and close to the  ICT Unit office. It is linked
to the nerve centre via a UTP cable. This Directorate
handles Personnel and Welfare as well as Finance and
General Services. The Human Resource Development and
Management  Directorate (HRDM) is  located 3 km from
the head office (near the Independence Square of Accra).
It has a LAN with 14 nodes. As the name indicates, it
handles Human Resource Development and Management.
The Plant Protection and Regulatory Services  Directorate
(PPRSD) is situated at Pokuase, 30  km from the Head
Office in Accra and is responsible for the provision of
information on appropriate technology for plant
protection.

The Agricultural Engineering Services Directorate
(AESD) has a workforce of about 40 people and a LAN
with 15 nodes. It is situated 12km from the Head Office
(near the Accra Military Air Force Mess) with the
responsibility to collaborate with relevant engineering
faculties and agencies (including the private sector) in the
development and use of appropriate agricultural
equipment, machinery and tools. The Agricultural
Extension Directorate (AED) has a LAN and is also
located 3 km away from the Head Office (near the
Independence Square). Its responsibilities include Field
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Services Training, Information and Communication, and
Livelihood and Emerging Issues. The Animal Production
Directorate (APD) has three sub offices with its head
office 4 km from the MOFA Head Office and the Crop
Services Directorate (CSD), located 3 km from the Head
Office.

There are also the Regional Directorates which liaise
with the nation’s Regional Coordinating Councils and
development partners to promote agriculture in the
respective regions as well as District Directorates which
oversee the preparation of District Agricultural
Development Plans and their incorporation into the
overall District Assembly Plans. These offices currently
access the internet through dial-up while those without
telephone facilities engage private internet service
providers.
 
MOFA ICT unit: The MOFA ICT Unit is the nerve
centre of MOFA for wireless networks. The Unit is in
charge of the MOFA Agricultural Network (AGRINET)
and provides support and training to staff. Its main
activities include routine maintenance of equipment,
trouble shooting and management of its website. At
national, regional and district levels, MIS officers are in
charge of ICT issues in the Directorates. Repair works are
outsourced to competent companies. The MOFA ICT
Unit at Head Office isto be linked to the Directorates for
different types of services.  

MOFA WiFi-WiMAX scenario: MOFA has fixed Local
Area Networks coupled with Wireless Local Area
Networks (WLAN) or WiFi technology deployed
successfully in the Directorates located in the Accra
metropolis. However, there are limitations in terms of
QoS, distance, performance and interference. MOFA staff
are mobile and use notebooks, computers, PDAs etc. to
access the internet and MOFA’s network resources; the
main use of the network being voice and text; to
download documents and presentations; access web-based
portals, review MOFA schedules and send instant
messages to other staff, development partners and
stakeholders. 

While voice and text messaging are still the most
common applications, staff use wireless technology in a
number of other ways, including photo and video, data
collection or transfer, and multi-media messaging. Some
staff also use mobile technology for more sophisticated
purposes such as data analysis, inventory management
and mapping. Incidentally, the amount of money invested
in mobile technology correlates with a higher diversity of
applications; those staff that spend more use this
technology for higher-end functions. Users of mobile
technology on projects with agriculture focus are also
more likely to use mobile technology for data purposes.

MOFA, with existing broadband access, would like
to expand its service coverage and connectivity to
underserved Directorates as well as the regions and
districts. Quality of Service (QoS) is a significant factor
for this deployment because some of the underserved
Directorates and stakeholders are small and medium
businesses requiring a guaranteed level of service for
certain applications.

In order to address this, MOFA would explore the
complementary nature of WiMAX and WiFi technologies.
The ICT Unit Internet Service Provider has deployed
WiMAX. WiFi and WiMAX provide wireless broadband
connectivity and by combining these two technologies it
will offer more complete suites of broadband services in
all the Directorates of MOFA, and also improve the QoS.
Furthermore, cell towers are to be deployed. The cell
towers are to be connected to MOFA’s core network and
hotspots to the internet. MOFA’s existing system is IP
based and since WiFi and WiMAX networks use IP-based
technologies, their deployment will be rapid and cost-
effective.

The distances between the various directorates within
Accra differ. This necessitates the deployment of IEEE
802.11 mesh networks to offer low-cost broadband
connectivity across the city, though these networks can be
expensive. For stand-alone WiFi hotspots and
interconnected.

WiFi mesh networks, providing power and wired
connections to each of the many access points required to
cover a wide area can be expensive. These costs include
the installation of physical wired  high-speed  connections
to  each  WiFi access   point  and the  monthly service  fee
for the connection. A cost-effective alternative is to use
WiMAX to backhaul the WiFi mesh portals to the Internet
wirelessly MoFA’s wireless backbone infrastructure is
shown in (Fig. 7). Some directorates have LANs and are
linked to the AGRINET gateway.

NCS Ltd. (a private company), MOFA’s internet
service providers have installed VSAT dish (in the MOFA
vicinity) which provides the links. The indoor equipment
comprises indirect Satellite Modem and Cisco
Router/Firewall, among others. There is one main server
which acts as both DNS and Gateway, in addition to a Net
Stream and IP Router located at MOFA which points to
NCS Ltd. NCS Ltd  makes use of the National fibre-optic
backbone including clouds of WiFi, WiMAX, CDMA etc,
in providing services to its clients. As stated earlier, the
regional and district directorates make use of dial-up to
get into the system at the ICT Office in Accra.

MOFA, as stated earlier, has many of its offices
scattered in the metropolis within old buildings. It would
therefore be difficult to dig trenches for cables. WiMAX
and WiFi networks can be used to connect multiple
locations, sites and offices within the metropolis (Fig. 8)
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Fig. 7: MOFA network (acronyms as in text above)

Fig. 8: Interconnecting through WiMAX and WiFi networks
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Fig. 9: WiMAX Solution in Rural areas

for high data capacity, low latency, large coverage, QoS
features, as well as high security.  It would take relatively
less time, effort and resources to interconnect through
WiMAX and Wifi networks.

Rural broadband access is also a problem for MOFA,
due to the poor coverage of its offices and stations in such
areas. These areas are typically underserved or have not
been deployed with wired infrastructure. The complex
landscape of such areas is difficult and extremely
expensive for telecom operators to deploy wired
broadband connection. Wireless technology is therefore
the best choice in this situation too.  WiMAX and WiFi
would provide opportunities for MOFA to connect to its
regional and district offices by providing backhaul
services for those rural areas (Fig. 9). 

From the user perspective, staff of MOFA can also
make use of the combination of WiFi and WiMAX under
any of the three classifications; residential usage, business
usage and mobile usage. With WiFi and WiMAX
networks, Wireless Service Providers (WSPs) can provide
connectivity to both residential (voice, data and video)
and business (primarily voice and Internet) customers
both in urban and rural areas.

From the residential point of view, MOFA
Directorates buildings and staff houses may be packed
closely to each other or may be scattered in the
metropolis. To cover these geographical areas with the
current large number of WiFi access points involves high
capital expenditure; the normal  WiFi access  point
(802.11 b or  802.11 g) has a range of 32 m (120 ft)
indoors and 95 m (300 ft) outdoors. This implies that for
outdoors one has to increase the coverage by using higher
gain antennas. Fixed WiMAX solution can be the
potential replacement of DSL and Cable mode access to

solve this problem. Fixed WiMAX can provide basic
voice service and low cost domestic and international
calls, and it can also offer bundled voice data services,
and the connection speed would be more than 1Mbps
higher than basic dialup service. The Directorates in
MOFA and MOFA staff in these coverage areas can use
these WiMAX facilities in their various residences.

Users who are mobile often get frustrated when they
subscribe to one WiFi hotspot service and then find
themselves in another which requires payment to a
different service provider. For mobile MOFA staff,
WiMAX would enable service providers to offer “on the
go” broadband Internet connectivity beyond WiFi
hotspots. Mobile WiMAX makes flexible connectivity to
staff who have portable equipment access to the Internet
anywhere on the move. 

Cost considerations: The cost of developing and
operating a broadband network can be divided into two
parts; Capital and Operational Expenditures. Capital
expense includes investment in equipment (e.g., base
stations, radio controllers) and the design and execution
of the whole network like site acquisition, civil works,
power, antenna system and transmission. Operational
expenses are made up of operations, administration,
maintenance and provisioning costs, which may be put
into three types; customer driven (cost to obtain
customers, subsidies, dealers commission); revenue
driven (service development, sales promotion, marketing
staff) and network driven (transmission, site rentals,
operation and maintenance). 

In networking technology, WiMAX and WiFi   have
 the   potential to compete on a cost-per-megabyte level.
The  proliferation  of WiFi  devices, however,  makes  the
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cost  of  a WiFi  base  station much  lower  than  that of
the WiMAX  base station. In  addition,  mobile WiMAX
has  some  expensive  components  such  as  ASN
gateway  which increase,    the  cost  of a WiMAX  based
network. WiFi  base stations,  on  the  other  hand,  do
not  require  additional  expensive  components,  making
the  cost  of WiFi  based network  much  more  attractive.
WiMAX CPE price is also relatively high in most cases.
Combining less-expensive WiFi mesh nodes for broad
local coverage with WiMAX equipment for bandwidth
boosts in the mesh network is the ideal balance of cost
and performance. 

As stated earlier, MOFA directorates’ buildings and
staff houses may be packed closely to each other or
scattered in the metropolis. In this case, capital
expenditure would be dominated by the large number of
WiFi access points needed to cover their large geographic
areas. In networking, total cost is usually driven by the
endpoints because of the high number of them required.
MOFA would not be any different. Coverage can be
provided by WiFi access points with high gain antennas.
Normal WiFi access point (802.11 b or 802.11 g) only
covers 95 m (300 feet) but for outdoors one has to
increase the coverage by using high gain antennas. The
number of base stations required would also depend upon
the coverage area and the type of terrain to be covered.
Leasing costs may be lower with the use of lampposts or
rooftops of residential buildings for towers to reduce
operating costs.

CONCLUSION

In this document, it is noted that attention and
investment into the potential and actual use of WiFI and
WiMAX technologies will help improve ICT activities in
the Ministry of Food and Agriculture, Ghana. WiMAX
and WiFi may be deployed in access networks to provide
connection to MOFA buildings and areas in various
district directorates that are not wired. WiFi can also be
extended to staff residential areas to increase the level of
network access to staff and stakeholders. This
combination of very high speed bandwidth (WiMAX) that
is distributed to users by a shared, dynamic protocol
(WiFi) will enhance MOFA’s wireless space for
efficiency, cost, and coverage reasons.  
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